
Regional Referee Training Opportunities 
To help you on your way, there are multiple training opportunities to either become a referee or 
become a better referee by upgrading to Intermediate or Advanced. It’s guaranteed you'll have 
more confidence as a ref if you take the next class up.


Here's what you need to do to make yourself feel better...


Step 1: Register in Sports Connect (aka Blue Sombrero) as a Referee Volunteer


Here's a screenshot of my account - you select the volunteer tab on the left and then find roles. 
Minors select Youth Referee and adults select Referee. If you want my job, select board 
member…I’ll even train you. Note: do NOT register for each kid. Just register as a referee once 
even though you select only one team and/or gender. ALSO, do not register your child as a 
youth referee or spouse on the same account. One volunteer per account…each volunteer 
needs their own email on an account or someone won’t be able to access AYSOU.




Step 2: Once registered, when viewing your account, you'll see the referee details. It'll list the 
classes you’ve taken and whether you’ve been fingerprinted (Verified) and passed the 
background check (Risk Assessment). On the right-hand side is a button AYSOU. Click on that 
and it'll take you to the training site. (Reference screenshot above to see these details.)


Step 3: There are two types of classes you take:


The first all volunteers have to take, the Safehaven classes. Click on that button and you'll see 
options for several. You need to take the actual Safehaven course, the CDC Concussion 
course, the Sudden Cardiac Arrest course, and the Safe Sports class. Minors (youth referees) 
are excluded from Safe Sport (and fingerprinting).


Always take screenshots of the completed class confirmation or certificate. It’s amazing how 
often the system gets something wrong. This will enable you to avoid re-taking something.


Step 4) Also take the online referee training first so you can sign up for the in-person session, 
then worry about the other Safehaven courses.




The second type are the referee training courses. As a new referee you could take the 8 hr in-
person course and sign up for a local session. Or most people opt for the split, Online Regional 
Referee Course w/ in-person Companion class. It’s one button…you sign up and take the 
online portion and then get to the companion part and it takes you to the listing of all the 
options. You can sign up for a companion course offered locally or you can sign up for a region 
56 course when the dates are added. There will be roughly 4 classes offered over the next 3 
weeks that will be added for sign up early next week. You can do the online and then wait and 
check back.




There are multiple opportunities depending on how far you want to travel…Region 56 will 
advertise courses, typically 4 before the season and then one or two after the season starts to 
catch stragglers. We recommend looking online to determine where to get the quickest training 
done depending on convenience.


Always take screenshots…like of the attendance sheet or other proof, and something with the 
instructor's contact info in case we have to verify your training.


When you sign up for an in-person class it will have the start time and address and any other 
notes…please pay attention to the notes. Do not sign up for a class without knowing the 
location information. You don’t want to go to Orange County Florida in August. It’s hot.


Step 5) Fingerprinting will be at certain Region meetings and info will be provided in emails and 
there are other ways to do it, just ask. For the background check, keep an eye on your spam 
email in case it’s filtered there.


Step 6) Now that you've completed everything and are a certified regional referee, you need 
your uniform and gear and a Matchtrak account to sign up for games. If you attend the referee 
meeting, gear handout is always there for those who’ve completed all requirements. Afterward 
you need to coordinate with the referee staff. Likewise, after the referee meeting, the referee 
staff will create all the Matchtrak accounts for the referees who got their gear. The later ones 
need to coordinate with the staff.


Charts for the referee meeting if you missed it will always be posted on the referee page of the 
Region 56 website, as well as this document.


Upgrading your referee level…Upgrade referee training opportunities (Intermediate, 
Advanced, etc…) are two days. Typically offered by Area K in August and February, Area L in 
Laguna Hills in January and July and at The Ken Aston Camp in June at Chapman University. 
That one is the best if you’re into a two day immersion with a pro-referee lectures/discussion 
also. The region pays for you to attend any of them either directly or through reimbursement. 


Advancement is important for a couple reasons…it definitely increases your confidence on the 
field, you learn techniques and strategy of older kids games that enable recognition of what’s 
about to happen for better positioning and application of Advantage rather than stopping a 
game for a foul, U12 is where this starts typically) and of course in-depth foul recognition and 
training. U14 is where intentional fouls start happening and Yellow/Red cards need to be used. 
You could get by but you are doing yourself and the kids a disservice without the additional 
training. Finally moving into U16 needs the Advanced class at a minimum and then 
assessments as AR and Referee to get your Advanced Badge.



